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Analysis of equations for calculation of liquidus curves in a binary simple 
eutectic system is performed. The equation of the slope of tangent to the 
liquidus curve in the melting point is derived and the relationship to the 
Stortenbeker correction factor is shown. Character of the liquidus curve 
with regard to its concavity or convexity with respect to the concentration 
axis is discussed. I t has been found that convex parts of liquidus curves 
with regard to the concentration axis occur much more frequently in the 
ionic systems. 

1. Analysis of equations f or calculation of liquidus curves in a binary system. 
General rules 

Let us consider a simple eutectic system Q—Z: for the activity of the first com
ponent along the liquidus curve the following is valid 

d In aQ = - (7) 
R T% 

where AHf
Q is the molar enthalpy of melting of the component Q a t TQ, 

R is the universal gas constant per mole, 
TQ is temperature of the primary crystallization of the substance Q from the 

liquid solution Q -f- Z, wherein the activity of the substance Q equals aQ. 

Let the solution be ideal (a% = Xi), and AHQ = const; integrating the equation 
(1) we obtain Le Chatelier—Schröder equation 

AHf
0 Г 1 1 1 

lnxQ = —°-.\— (2) 

where T{

Q is the temperature of the melting point of the pure substance Q. 

Rearranging the equation (2) we get 

AH{

0 

TQ = ^ (S) 
AS{

Q — R In xQ 

f A H Q 

where AS Q = is the molar entropy of melting of the component Q. 
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Derivating equation (3) with respect to XQ and limiting the new equation for 
XQ -> 1 we get 

lim ^ = L Q1 = K% (4) 
XQ-+I dxQ AHQ 

where the quanti ty Kl£ will be called the constant of thermic depression of the 
substance Q. 

In case tha t the solution is not ideal we have to write the equation (3) as follows 

TQ=-TZi Sz V) 
A&Q — R In aQ 

2. Determination of slopes of tangents to the liquidus curve 
in the point T i = T\ 

2.1. Systems with one common ion 

Lot us consider the binary system M^A^—NrA$. We assume a complete dissociation 
of the components 

MpAg -> pM<+> + gA(-), 
N rA ř -> rN<+> + iA<->. 

Let the mole fractions of the first and second component be x\ and x-z, respectively. 
Then for the activities of the components the following is valid: 

Í px1 IP 
> (6) 

Г pxi у 

L Г + xx(p - Г) J 

[ rx2 " j r 

P + x2(r - p) J 

a N f A t = . (7) 

L p + #2(r - p) J 

Substituting the equation (в) in the equation (5) we get the following expression 
for the dependence of the temperature of primary crystallization of the first com
ponent T i on the composition 

T, = ± (8) 

А8[-ЯЫ\ ^ ľ 
L r + xľ(p - r) J 

Then 

or 

dT, AH[ R[T[Y 
hm = r R — = r (9a) 

ал-*1 drc! [AS[]2 AH[ 

áT 
lim = r Kf. (9b) 
a?!-»-! da?! 
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By analogy we can write for the second component 

dTo R[T{]2 

lim = p . L 2J = p Kg. (10) 
za->i da;2 AHf

2 

2.2. Systems without a common ion 

Let us consider the binary system M^A^ - N rB^; the components should dissociate 
completely according to the equations 

MpAg -> pM<+> + gA(->, 
N rB, -> rN<+> + íA(->. 

Let the mole fractions of the substances МрА ? and N r B ř be xi and x-z, respectively. 
Then, according to equation (11) in [1] 

l r + xx(p - r) J L t + *ite - o J 

« . A = [ — ^ — 1 ' . Г — ^ — 1 * . m 
IP + x2(r - p)\ lq + a?a(i - g) J 

Substituting the activity from the equation (11) dsrivating the equation (5), into 
equation (5), and limiting x\ -> 1, we get 

hm = (r + í) • — ^ - = (r + t) • i£\d (23) 
x^i ахг AH\ 

and by analogy for the second component 

lim = (p + g)- ' = (p + g) • Jflf. (24) 
Za->1 &Е2 /1Яо 

Derivating equation (5) with respect to X{ we get 

r 1 da,-
R AH\ . — . -

dT, = a, ах, ^ (15) 

dx.t (ASl- i?lna ? .) 2 

Limiting equation (15) for xi -»»1 (when a;* = cii), we obtain 

dr.,- /?[Tf]2 , da, 
lim í- = —L—±- . lim — L (76') 
я(->»1 d#ř- /1Я[ :с{->1 d ^ 

a n d 

lim ^ i = Ä** • lim ^ L . (17) 
Xi^i dxt xt->i drci 

The equation (27) has the general validity: the slope of the tangent to the liquidus 
curve of the ith component in the point T\ is determined by the product of the 
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constant of thermic depression and of the limiting coefficient of this component. 
In the special case of an ideal ionic solution, the limiting coefficient is identical with 
the corresponding Stortenbeker correction factor. 

In our considerations we assume the activity ai to be the function of concentration 
x\ only, and not tha t of temperature as well. Incorrectness due to this assumption 
disappears a t the limiting transition x\ -» 1. 

From this standpoint the equations (9a, 9b), (10), (13), (14), similarly as equations 
(14) to (17) reported by [1] justify introducing of this empirical Stortenbeker factor. 

With regard to the definition of cryoscopic constant Kf [2, p . 246], we can write 

M-

1000 

where Mi is the molecular weight of the i th component. The usual expression for 
temperature drop of primary crystallization of the substance Q, which forms together 
with the substance Z the solution of the first kind, is as follows 

ATQ = Щ - mz = K% -^-mz (mz -> 0) (18) 
1000 

(mz = molality of the substance Z in the solution Q—Z. 
When the system Q—Z is an ionic solution, then, in general (for % -> 0) the 

following holds 

ATQ = K% • mz • kf/Q = K% - mz • lim —° (19) 
XQ-*1 dxQ 

and 

ATQ = K™ • 2- • mz • lim — ^ . (20) 
1000 XQ + 1 dxQ 

3. Determination of the character of liquidus curves 
in a binary system 

3.1. The components form, an ideal solution 

The character of liquidus curves of simple eutectic systems depends greatly on 
whether these curves are convex or concave with regard to the concentration axis. 

As to the ideal systems, this question has been satisfactorily solved [3, p . 360]; 
from the equation for the liquidus curve of the i th component it follows t h a t 

d>Tt = R AH{(- A&j + Rlnxj + 2R) ^ 

dxf xf(AS\-R Ы x^ 

From the condition of existence of inflexion point and with regard to the fact 
t h a t the mole fraction Xi has a physical meaning onty in the interval (0; 1), it follows 

ASi 
]n(*,)inn = 2 . (22) 

R 
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Substituting in equation (3) for (#i)infi from equation (22) we find t h a t 

AH\ 
(Ti)inti = (23) 

2R 

and t h a t for the ratio T\ : (^i)infi it is valid 

Tf
4 2R 
1 - = : . (24) 

(^)infl JS\ 
Since ln(a:ť)infi < 0, then 

ASl< 2R. (25) 

The course of the liquidus curve depends on the fact that , the condition of equation 
(22) being satisfied, the par t of the liquidus curve within the interval ( а ш ь 1) is 
convex with regard to the concentration axis and only the par t for x < Xinn becomes 
concave, supposing, naturally, t h a t there is a real inflexion point on the liquidus 
curve of the ith substance, i.e. t h a t ТЕ < ^infi-

Karapetjanc's s tatement [4, p . 267], t h a t the liquidus curves in ideal binary 
system can be only concave with regard to the concentration axis x, is evidently 
erroneous. 

3.2. The components form an ideal solution 

3.2.1. Systems with a common ion 

We consider a binary system MpAq— N r A ř which dissociates completety to ions 
M<+>, N<+), A(_) and N<~). The activities of components are given by equations (6) 
and (7). Substituting expression (6) in the equation of liquidus curve (5), determining 
further the second derivative, i.e. the expression d277i/da,f and putt ing it equal to 
zero we get after rearrangement 

[r + 2(p — r)x{\ - \R p In — AS[ + 2R rp = 0 . (26) 
L r + (p — r)x1 J 

This transcendental equation with regard to x\ has a simple solution for these 
cases when p = r; then we can write 

AS[ 
InOrJinfi = — - - 2 (27У 

R p 

and from the condition t h a t (.ri)infi < 1 it follows 

AS[<2Rp. (£8) 
Further it is valid tha t 

and 

AH\ 
(Тг)ш1= г-, (29) 

2Rp 

T\ 2Rp 
1 ™ F (30) 

(Т,)Ы1 AS[ 

Analogous relations are also valid for the second component 
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3.2.2. Systems without a common ion 

Activities of components of ideal ionic system MvAq and N r B ř which are completely 
dissociated to ions M<+), W+\ A(~) and B<~> can be calculated with the aid of equa
tion (11) and (12). 

Substituting the equation (11) in (5) and after double derivation we determine 
from the condition d ^ / d z f = 0 under the simplifying assumption t h a t p = r and 
q = t. the following equation 

2R(p + q ) - AS[ + (p + q) R,MXI)MI = °-

Then we find t h a t 

AS[ 
lnfohnfi = 2. (31) 

R(P + q) 
From the condition t h a t (.r^infi < 1 it follows 

AS[ < 2R(p + q). (32) 

Further we find t h a t 

and 

AH[ 
(Ti)inn = (33) 

2R(p + q) 

Tx 2R(p + g) 

Analogous relations are valid for the second component. 

4. Discussion of the character of liquidus curves 
in binary systems 

Convex parts (with regard to the concentration axis) and the existence of inflexion 
point on the liquidus curves of components of a system constitute their character
istic features. A necessary and sufficient condition for occurence of a convex part, 
supposing the system behaves as an ideal system, is the relation 

AS\ < 2R. (35) 
When, moreover 

Tinu > TE 

where ТЕ is temperature of the eutectic point in the given system, then real inflexion 
point occurs on the liquidus curve and the convex course of the liquidus curve 
changes and becomes concave. Most alkali metals and alkali earth metals do not 
satisfy the condition of equation (35). Thus, e.g., the values of Л Si for all alkali metal 
halides range from 4.72 to 6.27 cal d e g - 1 m o l e - 1 ([5] p . 184). Substances which 
occur as additives or admixtures in the aluminium electrolytes have AS* greater 
t h a n 2R; thus, e.g. ASQ^ = 4.3 cal d e g - 1 m o l e - 1 , as reported by Delbove [6], and 
5.8 according to Rogers et at. [7], zl£MgFa = 9.0 [8], Л £ ^ а 2 8 0 4 = 4.9 [5] etc. Very 
high values of AS\ are reported for both cryolites, ^$£ i3A1Fe = 19.4 [9], ^£^азАШ. = 

= 20.9 [10]. This explains why on the phase diagram of these substances with 
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substances which have only one non-common ion, as far as they behave at least 
approximately as ideal, the convex shape does not exist. 

The situation is altogether different when there are substances which have two 
or more kinds of different ions. Let us consider a system M2A—N2A. Then, according 
to equation {28), a convex part of the liquidus curve can exist only when the following 
inequality is satisfied 

AS\ <2Rp = 4R 

and this condition is satisfied by most inorganic substances (by all above mentioned 
substances, except LÍ3A1FG and NasAlF6). Thus it is obvious tha t for p (or Щ) > 2 
the condition for the existence of an inflexion point will be satisfied, too. 

Let us consider the liquidus curve of MgF2 in the simple eutectic system 
LißAlFg—MgF2. If LÍ3A1F6 would form non-dissociated molecules only, then no 
inflexion points would occur on the liquidus curve of MgF2. However, it is well-
-known tha t LißAlFg dissociates in these conditions most probably according to the 
following scheme 

Li3AlF6 -> 3LÍ+ + AlFjj" ^ 3LÍ+ + A1F; + 2F~ 
(1 — а) ш Xi a • x1 2a • xx 

where a is the degree of dissociation of AlFjj", 0 < a < 1, 
#1 is the mole fraction of the lithium cryolite LÍ3A1F6 in the system under 

consideration. 

Thus one molecule LiaAlF6 brings together four new particles into the molten MgF2 
(i.e. three ions Li+, (1 — a) • AlFjj- and a • AlFj), then 

AStygQi = 9 cal deg-1 mole-1 < SR 02 16 cal deg"1 mole"1 

the condition for the existence of the inflexion point is satisfied and hence on the 
liquidus curve of MgF2 in the system LÍ3A1F6— MgF2 an inflexion point appears 
[11]. This confirms at least the qualitative correctness and applicability of the model 
of ideal ionic solutions even when x\ differs considerably from 1. 
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